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LED Tailboards
Our LED Tailboards have been designed 
in accordance with the NRA’s Temporary 
Traffic Management Guidance Handbook, 
which states that any vehicle stopping on 
the road for works purposes or inspections 
should be conspicuously marked in the 
same manner as the work vehicles.
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Benefits & Features

+ Overall design is derived from NRA’s Guidance on Traffic Management Handbook which 
states that non-standard vehicles  (trucks etc.) used as part of short term operations must 
be made highly conspicuous with appropriate markings and signage as per other works and 
warning vehicles.

+ Signs are fitted with 4 x 200mm Hi-Vis flashing Amber LED lamps that are EN 12352 
compliant (this compliance is mandatory for warning and safety light devices for road use). 
These are powered from the host vehicle and have an additional outdoor rated ON/OFF 
switch mounted on the rear of the tailboard sign.

+ Night time dimming of the lamps.
+ EN 12899 compliant reflective class RA2.
+ Facility for easy mounting and removal of additional roadwork signs.
+ Sign is made from aluminium and is durable, light and non-corrosive.
+ Mounting bracket made from plated steel and allows for variable  height positioning and 

supports the sign while the vehicle is moving.
+ Sign is easily mounted or removed from the rear of the vehicle and is fitted with 2 handles 

which assist the process (2 people could fit or remove the sign in a matter of minutes).
+ Sign is interchangeable with other vehicles, subject to the vehicles being fitted with the 

bottom (receiving) part of the mounting bracket.

Complies with the requirements of the Road Vehicle 
Lighting Regulations and the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe (UNECE) Regulation 65 on 
Special Warning Lamps.


